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RUHS Department of Family Medicine – A Faculty Development Session

Letters of Recommendations: Are Yours (and Mine) Biased?
(Supplemental Handout: Monday, August 16, 2021 – Lawrence Loo, MD)
1) General Recommendations:1
a) Generally one page with 3 – 4 paragraphs
b) Have the right date, right name of the students (and accompanying identifying data – e.g. AAMC ID number),
and right gender (especially if using templates)
c) Check grammar
d) Do not repeat what is already in the CV
e) Address whether the applicant has access to the LOR via FERPA (Family Education Rights and Privacy Act)
f) Check for “coded” language (see prior page)
2) Opening Paragraph:
a) State what the applicant is applying for
b) 1 – 2 sentences (not long paragraphs) of your title, how long have you known the applicant, and in what
context have you known the applicant.
c) 1 – 2 sentences about the context of your program
Example:2 Dear Internal Medicine Program Director:
I am pleased to provide my recommendation for Dr. ____, who is applying for residency in Internal Medicine (IM). I
am a physician at the Cleveland Clinic. I can speak to his qualifications from direct clinical observations and working
with him during his IM rotation. In our medical school, students spend 4 weeks on an inpatient general IM rotation
during their 3rd year where they see acute and chronic conditions, along with highly complex cases. Dr. _____ was
on service with me for two weeks in January.

3) “Second” (may be 2-3) Paragraph(s):
a) What are the applicant’s standouts – behavioral traits, interests, character, (? challenges)
b) Offer clinical cues or specific examples (e.g. not just “hard-working”; rather “hard-working because she would
often stay after clinic to make that extra phone call to her patients or complete her notes)
c) Caution using “coded” language (see prior page). Be careful of inadvertently raising doubt (e.g. “continue to
grow in . . .” “will develop . . .” or “I have confidence (s)he will become . . .”
4) Third and Closing Paragraph:
a) Summary statement – Do not give the “highest recommendation” to everyone, especially if writing multiple LORs
b) Caution using “coded” language (see prior page). Be careful of inadvertently raising doubt when writing “I urge you
to call me” or “I encourage you to call me” versus “Feel free to call me” or “Happy to answer any questions you
may have.”

5) Seven Cardinal Elements of an Exemplary LOR: 3 authentic (based on adequate first-hand knowledge of the
candidate); honest (accurate – avoding exaggeration or hyperbole); explicit (avoids veiled omissions);
balanced (incorporates both strengths and weaknesses): confidential (avoiding unnecessary or
unanticipated disclosures); of appropriate detail and length (content relevant to the institutional or
individual requests0 and technically clear (avoidance of unnecessary abbreviations and/or jargon).
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Pediatric, Surgery, and Internal Medicine Program Director Interpretation
of Letters of Recommendation
(Saudek K, Treat R, Goldblatt M, et. al.: Acad Med 2019;94:S64-S68)
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Resource: Gender Bias Calculator (Thomas Forth) @ https://www.tomforth.co.uk/genderbias/
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